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Abstract

Objective: Health-related quality of life (HRQoL) is reduced in SLE, partly driven by comorbid 

depression. The association between major depression among those with SLE and HRQoL 

measured using the National Institutes of Health's Patient-Reported Outcomes Measurement 

Information System (PROMIS) is not well characterized.

Methods: Cross-sectional data were obtained from the California Lupus Epidemiology Study 

(CLUES), a cohort of adults in the San Francisco Bay Area with SLE. We studied the association 

between major depression (score ≥ 10 on Patient Health Questionnaire [PHQ-8] depression scale) 
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and T-scores (scaled to population mean of 50, SD of 10) on 12 PROMIS domains representing 

physical, mental, and social health. Mean T-scores in depressed and non-depressed individuals 

were compared using multiple linear regression models, adjusting for age, sex, race/ethnicity, 

disease activity, damage, body mass index (BMI), and household income.

Results: Mean age of the 326 participants was 45 years; approximately 89% were women, 29% 

white, 23% Hispanic, 10% black, and 36% Asian. One-quarter met criteria for major depression. 

In multivariable analyses, major depression was independently associated with worse T-scores on 

all 12 PROMIS domains (p<0.001); compared with those without major depression, depressed 

individuals scored more than 10 points (1 SD) worse on Fatigue, Sleep Impairment, Negative 

Psychosocial Impact of Illness, Satisfaction in Discretionary Social Activities, and Satisfaction in 

Social Roles.

Conclusion: In individuals with SLE, major depression is associated with markedly worse 

PROMIS scores in physical, mental, and social domains. Diagnosing and treating depression may 

help improve HRQoL in individuals with SLE.

Introduction

Mortality in individuals with systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) has declined for several 

decades (1), shifting the focus of care to improving health-related quality of life (HRQoL). 

The term “health-related quality of life” encompasses the impact of health on an individual’s 

physical, mental, and social functioning (2). Individuals with SLE experience reduced 

HRQoL, at levels comparable to other major chronic conditions (3-5). Measures of SLE 

disease activity such as the Systemic Lupus Erythematosus Disease Activity Index 2000 

(SLEDAI) (6), and measures of chronic damage such as the Systemic Lupus International 

Cooperating Clinics/American College of Rheumatology Damage Index (SDI) (7) have 

important roles in assessing responses to interventions and in prognostication, but they do 

not predict HRQoL outcomes (8-11). This suggests that HRQoL in SLE is driven by factors 

not measured with these physician-assessed metrics. Major depression is one such potential 

unmeasured factor, as it is highly prevalent in SLE (12,13), and generally manifests with 

symptoms which may be missed in routine assessments of disease activity (14).

Previous studies have shown a correlation between the presence of depression in SLE and 

reduced HRQoL as measured by the Medical Outcomes Study Short Form (SF-36) 

(5,14,15). This work demonstrated the importance of depression in HRQoL domains 

covered by the SF-36 including pain, physical function, and social functioning (5). However, 

the SF-36 does not cover certain domains of health relevant to SLE, such as impairment in 

cognition and sleep, and it has limited content related to fatigue (16). The relationship 

between major depression and the HRQoL domains of most importance to individuals with 

SLE is less well understood. The Patient-Reported Outcomes Measurement Information 

System (PROMIS) is a publicly available set of person-centered measures for HRQoL, 

developed under the National Institutes of Health (NIH) Roadmap for Medical Research 

Initiative. PROMIS was designed for efficiency (minimizing item number while maintaining 

reliability), flexibility (allowing for the use of optional domains), and precision (minimizing 

estimate error), and for use across a wide range of chronic conditions (17,18). PROMIS 

potentially allows for more comprehensive HRQoL assessments in SLE (14,19), as it has 
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many available domains of particular relevance to SLE and allows comparison to other 

conditions using the same measures. A better understanding of the contribution of major 

depression to these domains will improve the ability to interpret these scores and highlight 

the importance of screening and referral for depressive symptoms.

The objective of this cross-sectional study was to determine the association between a proxy 

for major depression and HRQoL scores on 12 SLE-relevant health domains as measured by 

PROMIS. We also examined the relationship between major depression and scores on the 

SF-36 and its subcomponents. In addition, we compared characteristics of depressed and 

non-depressed individuals with SLE and tested the independent association between major 

depression and HRQoL by adjusting for socio-demographic factors and comorbidities.

Patients and Methods

Data Source

This was a cross-sectional analysis of individuals enrolled in the California Lupus 

Epidemiology Study (CLUES), a prospective longitudinal cohort of adults with SLE. The 

data collection method for this cohort has been described elsewhere (20) and is summarized 

here. Beginning in 2015, participants were recruited through the California Lupus 

Surveillance Project, which used medical and laboratory records to identify all individuals 

with SLE living in the City and County of San Francisco from 2007-2009 (21). Additional 

participants in the nine counties of the San Francisco Bay Area geographic region were 

identified through academic and community rheumatology clinics, and from earlier studies 

of genetic risk factors for SLE outcomes (22,23). Diagnoses were confirmed based on 

meeting any of three criteria: meeting at least 4 of 11 ACR revised criteria for SLE (24,25), 

meeting 3 ACR criteria plus confirmation of diagnosis by a study rheumatologist, or a 

diagnosis of lupus nephritis. The data sources for this analysis were the initial research clinic 

encounter with a physician specializing in SLE, which encompassed a review of medical 

records, a history and physical examination, and collection of biospecimens, along with a 

structured interview administered by research staff. The physician visit included calculation 

of the SLEDAI score (a physician-calculated measure of disease activity in SLE) (6) and the 

SDI (a physician-calculated measure of irreversible organ system damage caused by SLE) 

(7). The structured interview covered demographics, socioeconomic status, and completion 

of various patient-reported health status metrics: 12 PROMIS domains, the SF-36, and the 

Patient Health Questionnaire depression scale PHQ-8 (26). Study interviews were conducted 

in English, Spanish, Mandarin, or Cantonese according to the preferred language of the 

participant. PROMIS short forms are translated using the Functional Assessment of Chronic 

Illness Therapy (FACIT) translation methodology (27, 28), consistent with guidelines for 

translation of PRO metrics (29). All participants provided informed consent to participate in 

this study, and the research protocol was approved by the UCSF Committee on Human 

Research.

Of the 332 participants attending the baseline research clinic visit, six individuals were 

excluded from analysis (two because of incomplete interviews with multiple questions 

unanswered, two because of missing SLEDAI scores, one for missing race/ethnicity, and one 

for missing SDI score), leaving a total of 326 patients. Some PROMIS domains were not 
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available in all languages, so the number of completed domains varied by the language of 

the interview (see Table 1).

Outcomes

The primary outcomes were T-scores on each of the 12 PROMIS domains listed in Table 1, 

definitions of selected PROMIS domains in Supplementary Information. PROMIS domains 

can be tested using static interviewer-administered short form questionnaires or using 

computer-adaptive testing (CAT). PROMIS item banks using CAT are only available in 

English and Spanish, while many of the short forms are also available in Cantonese and 

Mandarin. CLUES used short forms to keep the method of administration consistent across 

the cohort. The short forms were scored and converted to T-scores, which have a general 

population mean of 50 and standard deviation of 10. Higher T-scores represent more of the 

concept being measured. For example, a higher score on the Physical Function domain 

would represent better functioning, while a higher score on Fatigue would represent a higher 

burden of fatigue. All PROMIS domains were scored using scoring documentation available 

at http://assessmentcenter.net (30).

Secondary outcomes included scores on the Medical Outcomes Study Short Form (SF-36) 

subcomponent summaries of physical HRQoL, called the Physical Component Summary 

(SF-36 PCS) and emotional HRQoL, called the Mental Component Summary (SF-36 MCS), 

scored from 0 (worst possible HRQoL) to 100 (best possible HRQoL) (15).

Additional Variables

The primary independent variable was defined as a score of ≥ 10 on the PHQ-8 depression 

scale during the structured interview. A PHQ-8 score ≥ 10 has been validated as a proxy for 

current major depression in previous population-based studies (26). In the remainder of this 

paper, we will use the term “major depression” to refer to a PHQ-8 score ≥ 10, for the sake 

of simplicity, recognizing that a positive screen is not equivalent to a clinical diagnosis of 

depression.

Covariates were age, sex, race/ethnicity (white, Hispanic, black, Asian), language of 

interview (English, Spanish, Mandarin, Cantonese), disease duration in years, household 

income (less than 125% of the Federal Poverty Level for the year of the interview, equal to 

or greater than this threshold, or not answered), body mass index (BMI), two comorbid 

conditions (diabetes mellitus, malignancy), and education level (less than or at least high 

school graduate). Two physician-reported measures, the SLEDAI and the SDI, were 

completed as part of the research clinic visit.

Statistical Analysis

Descriptive statistics were calculated for the entire cohort and separately for those with and 

without major depression, with differences in characteristics tested using t-tests for 

continuous variables and chi-squared tests for categorical variables, with statistical 

significance defined as p<0.05. We initially compared PROMIS T-scores for subjects with 

and without major depression using t-tests. We then used multiple linear regression models 

to estimate the magnitude of the difference in PROMIS T-scores by major depression status, 
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controlling for age, sex, race/ethnicity, SLEDAI score, SDI score, BMI, and household 

income. Age, BMI, SLEDAI, and SDI were modelled as continuous variables, after 

determining that the linear form of these variables adequately fit the data when tested using 

standard regression diagnostics including augmented partial residual plots (31). Sex, race/

ethnicity, and household income were modelled as categorical variables. Household income 

was missing for 10.3% of the sample; to avoid reducing the sample size by excluding all 

participants with missing data for this variable, we included a third category – missing 

household income. In alternate models, we controlled for the language of the interview 

rather than for race/ethnicity, and educational attainment in lieu of household income.

All analyses were conducted using Stata 15.1 (College Station, TX).

Results

Among the 326 participants in the analysis, mean age was 45 years, approximately 89% 

were women, 29% identified as white, 23% as Hispanic, 10% as black, and 36% as Asian. 

One quarter met the PHQ-8 criteria for major depression, as shown in Table 2. In addition, 

35% of the participants reported a past medical history of depression. Other reported 

neuropsychiatric past medical histories were as follows: 8% had a history of stroke, 7% 

seizure, 6% peripheral or cranial neuropathy, 4% psychosis or delirium, 1% mononeuritis 

multiplex, 1% myelitis, and 6% cognitive impairment.

Depressed participants, as defined by the PHQ-8 criteria, had higher mean BMI (28.8 and 

25.6 among those with and without major depression, respectively; p<0.001). Depressed 

patients were more likely to have household income below 125% of the Federal Poverty 

Level, but this did not reach statistical significance (26% and 14% of those with and without 

major depression had low household income, respectively; p=0.057). Age, sex, race/

ethnicity, educational attainment, comorbid diabetes, malignancy, hypertension, disease 

duration, SLEDI and SDI scores were statistically similar in those with and without major 

depression.

The PROMIS T-scale scores of the entire sample were slightly worse than the general 

population in all the Physical Health and Mental Health domains, and slightly better than the 

general population in Social Health domain (Table 3). Specifically, T-scores were within 5 

points (0.5 SD) of the general population means (i.e., 50.0) for all tested domains. In 

unadjusted analyses, major depression was associated with significantly worse T-scores on 

each of the 12 PROMIS domains tested (p<0.001 for all domains), as presented in Table 3. 

Participants with major depression also had significantly worse scores on the SF-36 Physical 

Component Summary (mean of 34.6 +/− 1.2 for those with major depression versus 45.4 +/− 

0.7 for those without, p<0.001) and SF-36 Mental Component Summary (mean of 38.1 +/− 

1.2 for those with major depression versus 52.1 +/− 0.5 for those without, p<0.001). Those 

with active arthritis, as determined by the SLEDAI, scored significantly worse on Fatigue 

(mean of 57.0 +/− 2.1 for those with arthritis versus 51.8 +/− 0.7 for those without, p=0.02), 

Pain Interference (mean of 57.0 +/− 1.8 for those with arthritis versus 51.6 +/− 0.6 for those 

without, p<0.01), and the SF-36 Physical Component Summary (mean of 36.3 +/− 2.1 for 

those with arthritis versus 43.3 +/− 0.7 for those without, p<0.01).
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In multivariable adjusted models, there were statistically significant worse T-scores for all 12 

PROMIS domains between those with and without major depression (average T-score 

difference between depressed and non-depressed of 10.0, p<0.001 for all domains) after 

adjustment for age, sex, race/ethnicity, SLEDAI score, SDI score, BMI, and household 

income (table 3). Depressed participants scored more than 10 points, approximately 1 SD, 

worse on Fatigue, Sleep Impairment, Satisfaction in Discretionary Social Activities, and 

Satisfaction in Social Roles. As in unadjusted analyses, depressed individuals had worse 

scores on the SF-36 Physical Component Summary (36.2 in major depression versus 44.9 

without major depression, p<0.001) and the SF-36 Mental Component Summary (37.9 in 

major depression versus 52.2 without major depression, p<0.001). Participant race/ethnicity 

and the language of the completed interview were correlated with each other (for example, 

Hispanic ethnicity and Spanish language of interview; R=0.49, p<0.001), as were household 

income and educational attainment (R=0.46, p<0.001). An alternative model adjusting for 

language of interview, rather than for race/ethnicity led to similar results, with significantly 

worse T-scores for depressed compared to non-depressed participants in all 12 PROMIS 

domains (average T-score difference between major depression and non-major depression 

participants in all domains of 10.2; p<0.001 for all).

Discussion

Understanding the relationship between major depression and a wide range of HRQoL 

domains can help clinicians interpret PROMIS scores and better target interventions to 

meaningfully improve the HRQoL of individuals with SLE. We found that major depression 

was associated with markedly worse scores across all 12 PROMIS domains tested, and 

scores in those who were depressed were more than 10 points or 1 SD worse than in non-

depressed in domains of particular relevance to SLE, for example in Fatigue and in 

Satisfaction in Social Roles.

The associations between major depression and worse scores on every tested PROMIS 

domain remained even after controlling for age, sex, race/ethnicity, educational attainment, 

BMI, SLEDAI, and SDI. These findings suggest that major depression may be a major 

factor contributing to reduced HRQoL in SLE patients, and that its impact is both broad and 

deep, as it is associated with all measured health domains from physical function to social 

roles to sleep and self-perception. The average lupus disease activity for the sample was low, 

as measured by the SLEDAI. There was no statistically significant difference in lupus 

disease activity between individuals with and without major depression, highlighting the 

independence of the depression and HRQoL relationship from disease activity.

These findings are generally in agreement with prior research on quality of life in SLE, 

which has emphasized the role of psychological factors in HRQoL outcomes. In a Southern 

California SLE cohort, depression was the major factor correlated with lower scores on all 

SF-36 domains, while physician-measured disease activity via the SLEDAI had no such 

correlation (5). Another study of an Italian SLE cohort found that worse scores on the 

Hamilton Depression Rating Scale were independently associated with poorer SF-36 scores 

in SLE (32). Similarly, a study of a Chinese cohort found depression and anxiety to be 

independently associated with lower physical and mental component scores on the SF-36 
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after adjustment for disease activity, demographics, household income and education in 

multivariate regression models (33). Research focusing on fatigue and reduced energy level, 

common complaints among SLE patients, has shown that depression and pain, rather than 

disease activity scores, are the major predictors of these symptoms in SLE (34). Previous 

work has largely utilized legacy HRQoL instruments, such as the SF-36. Our study builds on 

this foundation by extending the association of major depression with adverse outcomes on a 

broader array of SLE-relevant health domains using the PROMIS system.

Universal screening for depression in the general population is recommended by the United 

States Preventive Services Task Force, as detecting clinical depression, and referring for 

treatment with antidepressants or psychotherapy improves morbidity (35). In individuals 

with arthritis, a previous randomized controlled trial demonstrated that treatment of 

depression can improve depressive symptoms, pain, and functional status (36). In addition, 

self-management approaches such as regular physical activity and attending a self-

management education program (e.g. Chronic Disease Self-Management Program), are two 

evidence-based strategies for improving mental health among individuals with arthritis, 

including SLE, that complement clinical care (37). Extrapolating from this literature, 

treatment of depression in SLE with antidepressants, psychotherapy, and self-management 

strategies could both alleviate depressive symptoms and have a positive impact on HRQoL. 

Specific studies on the effectiveness and outcomes of depression treatments in SLE are an 

important area for future study, but there is a strong argument for universal screening and 

referral for treatment in this population given the high prevalence and association with 

markedly worse HRQoL.

This study has several limitations. First, in an observational, cross-sectional study, the 

association between major depression and worse PROMIS scores does not prove a causal 

relationship. Reverse causation, such as severe fatigue leading to or exacerbating major 

depression, is also a consideration, though the association of major depression with every 

tested domain of health outcome makes reverse causation less plausible. Second, the studied 

cohort was limited to patients able and willing to attend a research clinic visit, raising the 

possibility of selection or non-response bias; specifically, individuals who were severely ill 

or depressed may have declined to participate. However, this would be expected to create a 

bias toward null results. Third, despite adjusting for several likely confounders in the 

multivariable analysis, unmeasured confounders may influence both major depression and 

patient-reported outcomes. For example, unmeasured aspects of socioeconomic adversity 

beyond race, income, and education, such as lack of social support, work and relationship 

stress, or poor access to medical care, are unknown and likely influence both the presence of 

major depression and patient-reported outcomes. Fourth, a score ≥ 10 on PHQ-8 depression 

scale denotes a high likelihood of major depression (26), but it is not equivalent to a clinical 

diagnosis. This score cutoff also does not account for individuals with more mild depressive 

symptoms. Lastly, this study did not have data on fibromyalgia, which is common in those 

with SLE and is associated with worse HRQoL outcomes (38).

The association of major depression with adverse HRQoL outcomes in SLE is striking and 

consistent in this study and across the literature. Further study could explore a potential 

causal relationship of major depression and adverse HRQoL, such as distinguishing whether 
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major depression itself is a manifestation of SLE, an independent co-morbidity, or a reaction 

to other elements of chronic illness. Regardless, there is good evidence that treatment of 

depression through antidepressants and psychotherapy improves depressive and HRQoL 

symptoms in patients with other rheumatic conditions (36), so targeted intervention on 

depressive symptoms appears to be a worthy use of clinical resources in SLE. The efficacy 

of antidepressants and psychotherapy in improving HRQoL outcomes in depressed 

individuals with SLE is an important area for further research.

Supplementary Material
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Significance and Innovations

• This is the first study examining the association between major depression 

and patient-reported outcomes using PROMIS in SLE

• Major depression was independently associated with worse patient-reported 

outcomes on all 12 tested domains of PROMIS, encompassing physical, 

mental and social health

• The degree to which depressed individuals scored lower on five of the tested 

PROMIS domains was at least 1 SD lower than non-depressed individuals, 

highlighting domains for which comorbid depression may be especially 

relevant

• Screening and treatment of major depression in those with SLE may help 

address a major component of poor HRQoL across multiple domains
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Table 1.

PROMIS Short Form Domains Administered in CLUES

PROMIS Domain English (N=281) Spanish (N=20) Chinese (N=25)

Physical Function ✓ ✓ ✓

Pain Interference ✓ ✓ ✓

Fatigue ✓ ✓ ✓

Sleep Disturbance ✓ ✓ ✓

Sleep Impairment ✓ ✓

Applied Cognitive Abilities ✓ ✓

Psychosocial illness impact, negative ✓

Psychosocial illness impact, positive ✓

Ability to Participate in Social Roles and Activities ✓ ✓

Satisfaction with Participation in Discretionary Social Activities ✓ ✓

Satisfaction with Participation in Social Roles ✓ ✓

Social Isolation ✓ ✓
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Table 2.

Distribution of Characteristics of CLUES Cohort, Overall and by Major Depression Status

All individuals
(n=326)

Major
Depression
82 (25%)

No major
depression
244 (75%) p

Age, years (mean ± sd) 45 ± 14 46 ± 13 44 ± 14 0.28

Women 290 (89%) 77 (94%) 213 (87%) 0.10

Race/Ethnicity 0.68

 White 95 (29%) 26 (32%) 69 (28%)

 Hispanic 75 (23%) 20 (24%) 55 (23%)

 Black 34 (10%) 9 (11%) 25 (10%)

 Asian 117 (36%) 27 (33%) 90 (37%)

 Other race/ethnicity 5 (2%) 0 (0%) 5 (2%)

Household income 0.057

 Below 125% FPL 56 (17%) 21 (26%) 35 (14%)

 At least 125% FPL 238 (73%) 55 (67%) 183 (75%)

 Unknown income 32 (10%) 6 (7%) 26 (11%)

Did not graduate high school 30 (9%) 8 (10%) 22 (9%) 0.84

BMI (mean ± sd) 26.4 ± 6.7 28.8 ± 7.4 25.6 ± 6.3 <0.001

Comorbid Diabetes 24 (7%) 7 (9%) 17 (7%) 0.65

Comorbid Malignancy 24 (7%) 6 (7%) 18 (7%) 0.99

Comorbid Hypertension 83 (25%) 24 (29%) 59 (24%) 0.36

Disease Duration, Years (mean ± sd) 16 ± 10 16 ± 11 16 ± 10 0.91

SLEDAI (mean ± sd) 2.95 ± 3.1 2.89 ± 3.2 2.98 ± 3.1 0.83

SDI (mean ± sd) 1.83 1.89 1.81 0.759

CLUES = California Lupus Epidemiology Study

sd = standard deviation

SLEDAI = SLE Disease Activity Index 2000

SDI = Systemic Lupus International Cooperating Clinics Damage Index

FPL = Federal Poverty Level based on Household Size for year of interview

BMI = body mass index

p calculated by chi-squared statistic comparing major depression and no major depression.
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Table 3.

Association of PROMIS Domain T-Scores with Major Depression, by unadjusted and adjusted

PROMIS
Domain

N Mean
T-Score

Unadjusted Mean
T-Scores

Adjusted Mean
T-Scores

Overall
No

Depression Depression
p No

Depression Depression
p

Physical Health

Physical Function 326 48.0 50.3 41.3 <0.001 49.8 42.7 <0.001

Pain Interference 323 52.1 49.4 60.0 <0.001 49.7 59.1 <0.001

Fatigue 323 52.3 48.4 63.6 <0.001 48.5 63.3 <0.001

Sleep Disturbance 325 52.5 50.3 59.2 <0.001 50.5 58.6 <0.001

Sleep Impairment 301 53.0 49.5 63.7 <0.001 49.7 63.1 <0.001

Mental Health

Cognitive Abilities 299 48.5 50.3 42.8 <0.001 50.1 43.5 <0.001

Negative Psychosocial Impact 269 52.2 49.9 60.1 <0.001 49.9 59.8 <0.001

Positive Psychosocial Impact 267 48.3 50.4 41.5 <0.001 50.2 42.2 <0.001

Social Health

Participation in Social Roles 286 50.9 53.3 42.8 <0.001 53.0 44.0 <0.001

Satisfaction in Discretionary Social 
Activities

301 52.9 55.9 43.7 <0.001 55.6 44.6 <0.001

Satisfaction in Social Roles 299 51.1 54.2 41.6 <0.001 53.9 42.7 <0.001

Social Isolation 296 46.2 43.7 54.3 <0.001 43.9 53.6 <0.001

PROMIS = Patient-Reported Outcomes Measurement Information System

N for each PROMIS domain varies based on number of participants who responded to the questions in that domain

Higher T-scores represent more of the concept being measured. For example, a higher score on the Physical Function domain would represent 
better functioning, while a higher score on Fatigue would represent a higher burden of fatigue.

Adjustment for age, sex, race/ethnicity, SLEDAI score, SDI score, BMI, and household income
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